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ABSTRACT 

This paper explores bottled water sales before, during, and after tropical cyclones. We focus on 

bottled water because local, state, and federal guidelines assert that bottled water is an essential 

emergency preparedness good. We match a panel of supermarket scanner data with tropical storm 

and hurricane information. We find that bottled water sales increase modestly in coastal areas as 

hurricanes approach. We find sharp increases in bottled water sales across impacted stores after 

hurricane landfalls. Risk, demographics, and prior experience with storms predict response 

heterogeneity and stockpiling behavior. Hurricanes have measurable market effects on water prices 

and product composition. 
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1. Introduction 

 Although effects of hurricanes on employment, income, and household debt are the subject 

of ongoing debate, the net social costs of tropical cyclones are large.1 Between 1950 and 2008, 

average national incomes following large tropical cyclones declined markedly and persistently 

relative to pre-disaster trends (Hsiang and Jina 2014). Hurricane damages in the United States 

average as much as $50 billion per year (Freeman et al. 2003) and Hurricane Sandy alone generated 

damages over $65 billion. Disaster relief spending in the United States averages an additional $3 

to $50 billion per year, and estimates suggest Hurricane Katrina disaster spending topped $100 

billion (Healy and Malhotra 2009; Weiss and Wideman 2013). Non-disaster transfer payments 

such as governmental unemployment and private insurance payouts may be even larger 

(Deryugina 2014). And, of course, human suffering from tropical cyclones and related natural 

disasters is significant. All damages are likely to increase over time as population density in coastal 

areas increases, naturally protective wetlands decrease, and greenhouse warming affects the 

location, timing, and frequency of tropical cyclones (Nordhaus 2010). 

 What can be done to minimize the costs of tropical cyclones? Long-run mitigation options 

include consumption taxes for social insurance, flood protection, zoning restrictions, wetlands 

restoration, erosion control, and flood insurance (Pindyck and Wang 2013; National Academies 

2012; Michel-Kerjan 2010, Michel-Kerjan and Kousky 2010; Gallagher 2014). This study focuses 

on widespread shorter-run options that combine community-level storm forecasting, risk 

communication, and preparedness education to spur household-level disaster preparedness. We 

ask: Are people following ex-ante disaster preparedness advice? Are people undertaking ex-post 

disaster response behavior? If so, who and when? What are the implications for policy, behavior, 

and product markets? The answers to these questions inform costly and controversial public 

policies.2 The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) recently cut the 

                                                            
1 Vigdor (2008) found that Hurricane Katrina induced negative effects on victims’ employment outcomes. Groen 
and Polivka (2008) found substantial, but declining, adverse effects of Katrina on labor force participation and 
unemployment rates over the 13 months following the storm. De Silva (2010) found that outmigration following 
Hurricane Katrina reduced wages in cities outside of directly impacted areas. Deryugina et al. (2014) used income 
tax returns to show that Katrina victims’ income shocks were small and transitory on average, and that victims’ 
incomes were higher on average several years after the storm. Gallagher and Hartley (2014) found that Katrina 
victims experienced longer-term reductions in overall household debt. This literature explores economic damages 
from tropical storms; we study fundamentally different questions. 
2 Although we are unable to isolate direct public expenditures on storm forecasting and tropical cyclone risk 
communication, we note that the combined annual budgets of the National Weather Service (NWS) and the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) total approximately $15 billion per year.  



Hurricane Forecast Improvement Program’s budget by roughly two-thirds (Samenow 2015).  

 Specifically, we study the impact of hurricanes and tropical cyclones on disaster 

preparedness and disaster response. We match extensive store-level scanner data on thousands of 

supermarkets from The Nielsen Company with National Weather Service (NWS) tropical cyclone 

data from dozens of storms over multiple Atlantic hurricane seasons. We investigate how - and 

how much - bottled water sales change before, during, and after hurricanes and tropical storms. 

First, we investigate average effects with simple graphical analyses and more formal panel-data 

methods. We then explore response heterogeneity across physical risk factors like proximity to 

coasts, proximity to landfall, and federal disaster declarations and across demographic 

characteristics like education, income, and race. We investigate the role of early season 

stockpiling, history with storms, and mandatory evacuations. Our analysis concludes by examining 

market effects, including the impacts of hurricanes on product prices and sales composition.    

 We focus on bottled water outcomes for several reasons. First, every local, state, and 

federal disaster preparedness guideline advises households to purchase bottled water as storms 

approach. Safe drinking water is essential for emergency survival, and both public water sources 

and self-stored water are considered unsafe during and after storms and associated floods (FEMA 

2014). Second, buying bottled water represents a simple, readily available, inexpensive, and 

widespread disaster preparation and disaster response strategy. As the typical tropical cyclone 

approaches a U.S. coastline, many tens of thousands of households are publicly advised to 

purchase water. For less than $20, a family of four can acquire sufficient bottled water to meet the 

federal emergency guidelines. Third, bottled water sales serve as a strong proxy for emergency 

preparedness and disaster response behaviors more broadly. Survey evidence shows that, among 

coastal residents threatened by tropical cyclones, bottled water is one of the most common 

preparation items - along with flashlights, radios, prescriptions, and gasoline. Households are 

likely to acquire and store bottled water ahead of batteries, first aid kits, household propane fuel, 

generators, and wood for windows (Sattler et al. 2000; Baker 2011). In other words, households 

engaging in any preparation are likely to include some bottled water in those preparations. The 

open questions are whether and which households are doing anything, and how disaster supply 

preparation compares to policy advice and needs following disasters.  

This is the first paper to use scanner data to explore sales of disaster supplies before and 

after hurricanes and tropical storms. To our knowledge, this is also the first study of any kind to 



examine disaster preparedness and disaster responses to dozens of storms spanning multiple states 

and multiple years. We believe this is the first research to systematically explore product market 

effects of natural disasters across a large number of environmental shocks impacting the United 

States. Nevertheless, the paper builds on several existing literatures. We contribute to an 

interdisciplinary disaster response literature by exploring all storms making landfall in the US over 

several years, by using market data rather than self-reported survey data, by exploring both ex-

ante disaster preparedness and ex-post disaster response, and by investigating uncommonly 

widespread outcomes and treatments.3 We contribute to the behavioral response to risk literature 

by analyzing response heterogeneity across physical risk, demographics, and experiential history.4 

We also study an information treatment that is unusually salient with possibly immediate 

consequences.5 We contribute to an empirical consumption literature by documenting price and 

production composition impacts of natural disasters on emergency supply goods.6 Finally, we 

build on a literature exploring household-level avoidance or averting behavior in response to 

environmental risk information.7  

 We find, contrary to policy advice, that bottled water sales increase a relatively small 

amount in coastal areas as storms approach. We find no evidence that bottled water sales change 

at all in non-coastal areas as hurricanes approach. We find no evidence that bottled water sales 

change significantly anywhere as tropical storms approach. In stark contrast to the ex-ante results, 

we find that bottled water sales increase sharply everywhere after hurricanes make landfall.  

In addition to these central findings, we document and explore five additional empirical 

regularities. First, increases in bottled water expenditures after hurricane landfalls are especially 

large at supermarkets in low income areas and in areas with significant African American 

populations. Second, observed early season stockpiling of bottled water appears highest in coastal, 

wealthier, and whiter areas. Third, mandatory evacuations somewhat reduce bottled water sales as 

storms approach, but hurricanes with and without mandatory evacuations are followed by sharp 

increases in bottled water expenditures. Fourth, stores in areas with recent experience with other 

                                                            
3 We review this literature in detail in the next section. 
4 See, for example, Viscusi (1990), Kuran and Sunstein (1999), Jolls et al. (1998), Lowenstein et al. (2013), Sharot 
(2011), Trumbo et al. (2013), Karlsson et al. (2009), and Oster et al. (2013). 
5 A related literature examines, for example, responses to energy efficiency information (e.g. Gillingham et al. 
(2009) and Jessoe and Rapson (2014)). Since that setting involves longer-run time horizons and more predictable 
stakes, among other differences, responses may differ from the natural disaster context. 
6 See, for example, Borenstein et al. (1997), Lewis (2009), and Cavallo et al. (2014). 
7 See, for example, Zivin and Neidell (2009), Zivin et al. (2011), Sexton and Beatty (2013), and Bäck et al. (2013).   



tropical cyclones exhibit more early-season stockpiling and smaller spikes in sales following 

hurricane landfalls. Fifth, hurricanes are associated with significant changes in the market for 

bottled water. Although we do not find direct evidence for price gouging (bottled water prices do 

not change in areas hardest hit by hurricanes relative to other areas), we do find small but 

significant post-storm increases in net bottled water prices across all impacted stores. We find 

evidence that product composition shifts from smaller to larger container sizes after hurricane 

landfalls, at least on average.  

Our results are novel and not obvious a priori. The extent to which households actually 

undertake disaster preparedness actions is an open question. On the one hand, disaster supplies are 

inexpensive and easy to acquire. Individuals might even over-prepare because they overestimate 

risks that are highly publicized or readily available in a cognitive sense (Viscusi 1990; Kuran and 

Sunstein 1999; Jolls et al. 1998). Surveys of at-risk populations consistently find that threatened 

households follow news about storms and fully expect the arrival of hurricanes (Sattler et al. 2000, 

Meyer et al. 2013). On the other hand, it’s conceivable that rational households expecting disaster 

supplies to be available after storms might choose not to bear even relatively low costs to acquire 

and store disaster supplies. Individuals may under-prepare because they underestimate true risk, 

experience bounded rationality, and exhibit cognitive limitations (Thaler (2002), Kahneman 

(2003), Schwarz et al. (2007)). Despite near universal awareness of approaching hurricanes, 

surveyed coastal residents consistently report limited worry and systematically underestimate the 

duration of storm impacts, the length of public service outages, and the severity of flood damages 

(Meyer et al. 2014). Broadly speaking, individuals seem especially likely to underestimate 

personal or localized risks (Lowenstein et al. 2013; Sharot 2011, Trumbo et al. 2013). These results 

may be consistent with optimism bias and complacency when threat information may be personally 

unpleasant or scary (Galai and Sade 2006; Karlsson et al. 2009; Oster et al. 2013).   

 Our paper concludes by discussing the policy implications of our results in some detail. In 

short, findings suggest household-level preparation may pay off and that private-sector supply 

chain responses to tropical cyclones are rapid and effective. On more cautionary notes, public 

responses to outreach efforts seem to fall far short of stated policy objectives. The market effects 

of disasters are significant and widespread. 



2. Background and previous evidence 

Tropical cyclones and damages 

Tropical cyclones are circulating low pressure systems formed in the tropics or near-tropic 

regions. The Atlantic tropical cyclone season spans June to November, though storms are 

especially likely between mid-August and mid-October. Tropical cyclones are classified according 

to their wind intensity using the Saffir-Simpson scale. Tropical depressions have maximum 

sustained winds under 33 knots, tropical storms have maximum sustained winds of 34-64 knots, 

category 1 and 2 minor hurricanes have maximum sustained winds of 65-95 knots, and category 

3, 4, and 5 major hurricanes have maximum sustained winds of 96 knots or greater.  

Tropical cyclone damages stem from wind, large storm surges, flooding rains, mudslides, 

and/or landslides. Severe hurricanes can also spawn tornadoes. Damages may include deaths, 

economic losses, and disruptions to basic services such as electricity, sewer, and water provision. 

Loss of life caused by tropical cyclones has become far less common over time, and 22 of the 25 

deadliest hurricanes between 1851 and 2010 made landfall prior to 1960 (NOAA 2011). While 

historic deaths from tropical cyclones were most often caused by large storm surges in low-lying 

coastal areas, economic damages are now most commonly attributed to inland flooding (NOAA 

2011). Tropical cyclones typically slow down after making landfall, exacerbating inland rains and 

inland flooding.  

Disruptions to electricity, water, sewer, and other utilities are common after tropical 

cyclones. Prolonged power outages can depressurize drinking water systems, with two 

consequences. First, decreased pressure may imply little or no water availability at households’ 

taps. Second, decreased pressure may allow pathogens to enter the distribution system, making the 

safety of available water uncertain until system-level testing is complete. Water advisories after 

hurricanes frequently last several days, and advisories lasting weeks or more occur.8  

Risk Communication and drinking water 

Public policies aim to enhance household-level preparedness for tropical cyclones. These 

programs emphasize education campaigns and communication strategies. Although education 

programs advise preparation at the start of hurricane season, most risk communication occurs in 

practice as storms approach. Messaging campaigns, conducted in partnerships with media 

organizations, typically begins roughly four to six days before storms make landfall. This 

                                                            
8 We are unable to systematically observe outages across our wide geographic and temporal sample.  



timeframe corresponds to the typical reach of the National Hurricane Center’s forecast cones, 

which illustrate probable storm tracks accounting for uncertainty. Forty-eight hours in advance of 

tropical-storm-force winds (which often begin well in advance of actual landfall), households are 

formally warned to prepare their homes and review evacuation plans. 

A prominent feature of hurricane preparedness information programs is advice on 

preparing emergency kits. All local, state, and federal preparedness materials include 

recommendations on specific emergency supplies. A central component of every program is 

drinking water. See Appendix A1 for FEMA advice on bottled water purchases. Public information 

campaigns typically advise households to have one gallon of potable water per person per day on 

hand, for at least three days to one week.9 Sensitive groups or populations located in especially 

warm climates are told to keep more.  

Public agencies typically advise households to purchase, rather than self-store, potable 

water due to the potential contamination of self-stored water when exposed to floods. FEMA’s 

Ready.gov site recommends, as storms approach, that households “purchase commercially bottled 

water, in order to prepare the safest and most reliable emergency water supply. Keep bottled water 

in its original container and do not open until you need to use it.” In other words, FEMA and state 

agencies advise that self-stored water is acceptable for cleaning and flushing toilets, but not for 

consumption or preparing food. The Food and Drug Administration, the Centers for Disease 

Control, and nearly all state and local agencies recommend that households avoid drinking or 

preparing food with tap or well water until the household is informed by public authorities that 

these sources are safe. After a storm, the default assumption is that tap water is unsafe until told 

otherwise. Note that boiling water is not a household-level coping strategy when power and gas 

services are unavailable. 

Advice for evacuations and for after storms pass 

 For the vast majority of tropical cyclones in the United States, evacuation orders are issued 

on a relatively small scale for highly coastal areas, for those near inland waterways, and perhaps 

for those living in temporary structures and mobile homes. Some large and strong storms, however, 

trigger mandatory evacuation orders for hundreds of thousands of households. Two issues with 

                                                            
9 See, for example, the FEMA’s Ready.gov “Emergency Supply List”, the Louisiana Governor’s Office of Homeland 
Security and Emergency Preparedness “Official Louisiana Hurricane Survival Guide,” or NOAA’s “Tropical 
Cyclones: A Preparedness Guide.”  



evacuations bear noting for this research. First, evacuation orders occur shortly before landfall and 

well after households are formally advised to begin preparing disaster supply kits. Second, 

evacuations do not reduce the need to acquire bottled water as storms approach. Federal and state 

evacuation plans state “take your emergency supply kit” and “you will need the following supplies 

when you leave your home … water (at least one gallon per person [per day] is recommended; 

more is better).”10  

After all significant tropical cyclones, federal, state, and local authorities recommend that 

individuals “stay off the streets” and “drive only if necessary” until advised otherwise.11 Roads 

may be flooded, blocked, or closed for several days. Driving may hinder rescue, emergency, or 

recovery operations. Both walking and driving can be dangerous due to floods, downed power 

lines, weakened trees and buildings, and other hazards. As noted, households are also advised to 

avoid drinking or preparing food with tap water until it is confirmed safe.   

Prior evidence on tropical cyclone preparedness and response 

An interdisciplinary disaster preparedness and response literature, typically relying on 

recall surveys of affected populations, motivates many of our research questions. Kim and Kang 

(2010) provide a recent survey. More often than not, studies focus on evacuation decisions by the 

most vulnerable populations ahead of a single storm. With the caveat that the literature emphasizes 

very narrow populations and extreme outcomes, three key findings emerge. First, individuals are 

aware that their locations are threatened as tropical cyclones approach and they regularly seek 

weather updates. Second, despite awareness, individuals systematically misperceive actual risks 

and underprepare. Third, the extent of preparedness and response activity varies significantly from 

storm to storm and from population to population. See Norris et al. (1999), Lindell and Hwang 

(2008), and Meyer et al. (2014) for discussion.  

Several surveys find that approximately 50 percent or fewer households report sufficient 

water and other disaster supplies on hand before hurricanes (Horney et al. 2008; Baker 2011). This 

literature frequently attributes observed outcomes to the kinds of behavioral biases documented in 

economic psychology. Individuals do appear to overestimate risks from high winds (Lindell and 

Prater 2008; Vinet et al. 2012; Meyer et al. 2014). Wind is particularly salient due to the nature of 

official risk communications and widespread reporting that emphasize maximum wind speeds; the 

                                                            
10 See, for example, FEMA’s ready.gov or the American Red Cross’s “Evacuation Plan”. 
11 See, for example, FEMA’s www.ready.gov/hurricanes . 



Saffir-Simpson ‘categories’ are based on wind strength alone.  On the other hand, individuals 

greatly underestimate other risks including those from flooding (Lindell and Prater 2008; Vinet et 

al. 2012; Meyer et al. 2014). Even when fully aware of possibly threats from tropical cyclones, 

individuals exhibit strong personal optimism biases where they believe that they will experience 

less harm than others in similar situations (Trumbo et al. 2011; Sheppard et al. 2013; Meyer et al. 

2014). Sattler et al. (2000)’s surveys of Charleston area residents found that roughly 80 percent of 

respondents thought Hurricanes Emily and Fran would cause moderate to severe damage, yet more 

than 80 percent of respondents also believed that their own dwelling would be safe.  

Meyer et al. (2014) surveyed coastal residents by phone in the hours leading up to 

Hurricanes Isaac and Sandy to explore preparation activities. By using unique data that avoid recall 

bias and by including assessments of emergency supply acquisition, Meyer et al. (2014) shares 

some of the goals of the present study. That study found that respondents overestimated the 

probability that they would be impacted by the hurricane but badly underestimated what this 

actually entailed. Only 20 percent of coastal residents directly threatened by hurricanes thought 

the storms posed danger to their households. Moreover, despite repeated warnings that disruptions 

from landfall could last as long as ten days, respondents reported expected disruptions on the order 

of two days or fewer. Many surveyed households took preparatory actions as storms approached, 

but relative to policy advice those actions were limited.    

A different strand of the interdisciplinary literature explores heterogeneity in preparation. 

To the extent that individuals do respond to storms and storm advisories, the literature suggests 

that responses may be: (1) positively correlated with risk and perceptions of risk (Norris et al. 

1999; Peacock et al. 2005; Miceli et al. 2008), (2) positively correlated with income and education, 

as these demographics proxy for ability to access and process information (Brown & Hoyt 2000; 

Chan & Parker 1996; Faupel & Stiles 1993; Fothergill & Peek 2004; Laska 1990; Lindell & Perry 

2000; Lindell & Hwang 2008; Peacock 2003), (3) negatively correlated with race and poverty -

factors that may be associated with public trust concerns (Fothergill et al. 1999), and (4) 

ambiguously related to past storm experience (Dow & Cutter 1998; Peacock et al. 2005; Weinstein 

1989; Norris et al. 1999; Fauper & Stiles 1993; Sjouberg 2000). On the one hand, recent history 

may make storm information more salient; on the other hand, repeated messages may seem like 

“crying wolf” and lower trust in risk messaging. 



3. Data  

We begin with tropical cyclone data from NOAA’s National Weather Service. We match 

tropical cyclone events with extensive store-level supermarket scanner data on bottled water and 

other beverages from Nielsen. We create detailed geographic and demographic profiles for each 

store-week. This section describes data construction in more detail. 

Tropical cyclone data 

We collect tropical storm and hurricane landfall data from NOAA’s National Hurricane 

Center Atlantic Basin Best Tracks HURDAT2 database (the HURricane DATabase 2). For each 

tropical cyclone, we gather data on landfall date and time, storm intensity, storm category, and the 

latitude and longitude of each storms’ landfall location(s). To match storm data to the sales data 

described later, our main tropical cyclone data are derived from the four hurricane seasons 

spanning 2002 to 2005. We also collect historical storm events for the hurricane seasons spanning 

2000 and 2001.  

Appendix A2 details all tropical cyclones making landfall in the southeastern United States 

during the 2002 through 2005 hurricane seasons. Twenty-six tropical cyclones made landfall 30 

times. Of the overall 26 storms, 11 were tropical storms and 15 reached hurricane strength. Of the 

hurricanes, nine reached category 4 or category 5. These latter storms include eight of the 20 

costliest US hurricanes between 1851 and 2010: Rita, Katrina, Dennis, Ivan, Charley, Wilma, 

Jeanne, and Frances.  

Supermarket scanner data 

 Data on bottled water and other beverage sales come from Nielsen’s ScanTrack 

supermarket scanner database. Nielsen reports weekly sales data from partner stores in ScanTrack 

markets across the continental United States. Markets correspond roughly to metropolitan 

statistical associations (MSAs), covering a major urban area and typically several surrounding 

counties. Most stores in the dataset are part of major supermarket chains, and the overall ScanTrack 

panel captures a substantial portion of total grocery sales in the United States.12  

 Store-level supermarket scanner data offer a number of advantages over alternative sources 

of expenditure or sales information. First, data are available at regular intervals across wide 

geographic areas and many time periods. Second, detailed product-level descriptions are provided. 

Third, scanner data are accurate and avoid the strategic bias, recall bias, and observer bias that may 

                                                            
12 To preserve confidentiality, we are unable to disclose further details on the supermarket chains and stores.  



arise with survey or diary collection techniques. Fourth, as compared to household-level scanner 

data, store-level scanner data may be more reliable when households are facing a natural disaster.   

Our most common outcome variable is total revenue for all sales of bottled water in a given 

store during a given week. To construct this variable, we begin with UPC-level data on the number 

of units sold and resulting revenues in a given store during a given week. We convert from units 

sold (pack size) to ounces sold using the detailed product-specific information provided by 

Nielsen. Given revenue and volume information, we compute price per ounce. For each product 

category, we aggregate over all UPC codes to obtain total revenue and total sales volume at the 

store-by-week level. For example, we aggregate over approximately 1,300 unique bottled water 

UPC codes sold across all of our stores to obtain total revenue and total volume of bottle water 

sales for a given store in a given week. We also calculate a category-level chained Laspeyres price 

index, where the final index represents a weighted average of relative prices for the individual 

products. Weights are defined by revenue shares at the UPC-level, calculated for each store. We 

similarly construct revenue, volume, and price measures for several other widely consumed 

beverage categories including soda, diet soda, milk, and juices.  

Summarizing sales data 

Our initial outcome dataset consists of all store-weeks spanning the period of May 1, 2002 

through December 31, 2005. All reporting weeks begin on a Saturday and end on a Friday.13 From 

the geographic universe of ScanTrack data, we restrict our sample to all stores located in eight 

Gulf coast and Atlantic coast states: Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, Georgia, 

North Carolina, and Virginia. Although we do not observe sales in South Carolina, sample 

southeastern states receive the overwhelming majority of U.S. tropical cyclone activity.  

Our southeastern state dataset includes weekly sales from 3,311 unique stores representing 

over 35 distinct retail chains. For each store, we observe exact store address. Using the Google 

Maps application programming interface (API), we convert address to precise latitude and 

longitude.14 For the fewer than ten stores where Google Maps was unable to exactly resolve an 

address or returned invalid coordinates, we assign the latitude and longitude of the geographic 

centroid of the store’s zip code. Figure 1 plots the location of our stores. We observe reasonably 

                                                            
13 The sample period is determined solely by data availability under the terms of our agreement with USDA. 
Implications of weekly, rather than daily data, are discussed in detail in empirical sections of the paper. 
14 More information on the API is available at: https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/webservices/ . 



broad geographic coverage of stores both near and far from the Atlantic and Gulf coasts. Stores 

are roughly evenly distributed throughout NC and VA, and otherwise somewhat concentrated near 

Dallas, Houston, the LA/MS/AL Gulf coasts, Tampa and Western FL, Eastern FL including Miami 

and Jacksonville, and Atlanta.   

Figure 2 plots average weekly revenue and average weekly volume of bottled water sales 

for our stores over the sample period. Several features of the series bear noting. First, bottled water 

sales exhibit strong seasonality, rising during months with warmer weather. Second, bottled water 

sales and volume trend modestly upward over time. Third, revenue and volume track each other 

closely, suggesting that price per unit remains approximately constant over time. 

Table 1 summarizes bottled water revenue and volume information in more detail. The top 

panel shows that our average store sold 1,192 gallons of water per week, which led to $1929.33 in 

revenue. Sales are highly variable, with standard deviations approximately 75 percent of overall 

mean levels. The final two columns of the top panel indicate that dispersion was driven both by 

variability across stores and variability within stores over time. The middle panel of Table 1 more 

precisely illustrates the pronounced seasonal variability in bottled water sales that is apparent in 

Figure 2. Peak sales occur in July and August, and troughs occur in December. The bottom panel 

of Table 1 highlights geographic variability in bottled water sales. Alabama has the lowest and 

Texas has the highest average sales per store. 

Merging tropical cyclone events, scanner data, and other data 

We match all tropical cyclone landfalls during Atlantic hurricane seasons with store-week 

sales data. The matching process is based on geographic distance and distance in time. We use 

Geographical Information Systems (GIS) to measure distances between every store’s location and 

every storm’s landfall point(s). We then calculate the number of days between every store-week’s 

start date and the every storm’s landfall date. As discussed in more detail later, we use these 

measures to define our main treatment variables.   

Because we wish to study response heterogeneity in detail, our final data construction step 

merges in store-level characteristics. First, we use GIS tools to calculate geographic indicators for 

each store. We use indicator variables to ease results interpretation, although all qualitative results 

are robust to continuous variable definitions. Constructed geographic variables include: 

‘COASTAL,’ where the store lies within 5 miles of the nearest coastline; ‘NEAR LANDFALL,’ 

where the store lies within 50 miles of the landfall point, ‘FEMA DISASTER,’ where the store-



week falls under an official FEMA disaster declaration for a tropical storm or hurricane.15 Second, 

we construct socio-demographic indicators for each store. We begin with census tract-level 

extracts from the 2000 census provided by the Longitudinal Tract Database.16 We then link 

extracted information to stores at the zip code level following Logan et al. (2012), where zip code 

characteristics are computed as spatially-weighted means of individual census tract data.17 Weights 

consist of the population-weighted share of a given zip code that lies within a census tract. We 

focus on the zip-level since supermarkets may draw from larger populations than census tracts. 

Constructed demographic variables include: ‘COLLEGE,’ where the store lies within an area with 

above median college attainment for our sample; ‘INCOME,’ where the store lies within an area 

with above median income for our sample; and ‘BLACK/AFRICAN AMERICAN,’ where the 

store lies within an area with above median percentage of the population self-identifying as ‘black 

or African American’ on the census.   

4. Empirical relationships between tropical cyclones and bottled water sales 

Our key objective is to identify how bottled water sales, on average, change before and 

after tropical cyclones make landfall. We begin with simplified storm impact definitions and an 

intuitive graphical event study approach. We then proceed to more nuanced treatment definitions 

and panel-data regression approaches that attempt to minimize omitted variable bias and isolate 

causal relationships. Basic methods also serve as the foundation for later explorations of response 

heterogeneity, early season stockpiling, mandatory evacuations, price effects, market composition 

effects, and other outcomes. 

Spatial dimensions of treatment 

In order to explore the impact of tropical storms and hurricanes on bottled water sales, we 

first need to define spatial and temporal aspects of treatment. We begin with spatial dimensions. 

Although we later consider sensitivity to other choices, our main analysis defines a store as 

impacted by a storm in the spatial sense if that store lies within 125 miles of the storm landfall 

point. We choose the 125 mile radius for two reasons. First, this distance corresponds to the 

National Hurricane Center’s ‘2/3 probability circle’ for Atlantic Basin tropical cyclone forecasts 

                                                            
15 We obtained FEMA declarations data from data.gov.   
16 These data are made available by the Spatial Structures in the Social Sciences Unit at Brown University. For a 
detailed description of the Longitudinal Tract Database see Logan, Xu, and Stults (2012). 
17 Technically, we use Zip Code Tabulation Areas (ZCTA), an area constructed by the United States Census Bureau. 



for roughly 48 to 72 hours prior to expected landfall.18 In other words, a 125 mile radius 

corresponds to the radius of tropical cyclone forecast ‘cones of uncertainty’ that residents 

themselves would encounter in the media roughly three days prior to expected landfall. Second, 

and by construction, the implied 250 mile impact diameter approximates the coastal length of many 

tropical cyclone ‘watches’ where residents are directed to be on guard and prepare their homes. 

Figure 3 depicts geographic dimensions of treatment. Heavily shaded circles represent 125-

mile radius impact areas for our sample hurricane events, lightly shaded circles represent 125-mile 

radius impact areas for our sample tropical storm events, and the oversized dots represent store 

locations. Figure 3 highlights the fact that sample tropical cyclones made landfall across a wide 

swath of the Gulf Coast and Southeastern Atlantic coast during our sample period. Treated stores 

were located in both coastal areas and inland areas. 

A graphical event analysis 

 We first conduct a standard graphical event analysis, an intuitive and transparent approach 

to understanding relationships between tropical cyclones and bottled water sales. Here, we simply 

assume that a store-week is impacted by a given storm if that storm made landfall within 125 miles 

of that store at any time during that particular sales week. Although we suspect the typical reader 

will be familiar with how our event study graphs are constructed after inspection, we review key 

steps here. First, for each storm landfall, we identify all stores located within the 125 miles radius 

from the landfall point. Second, for each impacted store, we normalize the week containing the 

storm landfall date to t=0. We assign the 20 sales weeks preceding the landfall date at each 

impacted store a time value of t=-1,-2,…,-20 and the 20 sales weeks following the landfall date at 

each impacted store a time value of t=+1,+2,…,+20. We discard all sales weeks not designated 

t=-20,-19, …., 0, ….., +19, +20. Third, for each storm, we average sales at each week type over 

all impacted stores and then average over all relevant storms of a given severity (i.e. tropical storms 

and hurricanes).  

 Figure 4 presents our graphical event study results. In the top panel, we see no large 

changes in average bottled water expenditures around landfall dates of tropical storms. In contrast, 

in the bottom panel, we see at least suggestive evidence for large changes in average bottled water 

expenditures around the landfall dates of hurricanes. Contrary to policy advice, however, close 

                                                            
18 See, for example, http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/aboutcone.shtml . 



inspection suggests that large changes seem to appear after storms make landfall rather than before 

or during landfall.   

The results in Figure 4 are subject to several limitations. First, presented pre- vs. post-storm 

comparisons may fail to account for potential confounders, including seasonal effects, location-

specific effects, and time trends. Hurricanes make landfall during warm times of year, and 

summary statistics discussed in Section 3 indicate that bottled water sales may be higher on 

average during those periods. Impacted stores are typically located nearer to the coast than non-

treated stores, and summary statistics suggest substantial spatial variability in average bottled 

water expenditures across geographic areas. Second, the simplified temporal approach to defining 

treatments used in our graphical event analysis makes fully separate identification of ex-ante and 

ex-post responses to tropical cyclones difficult. Defining impacts based on indicators for ‘a storm 

makes landfall nearby during this week’ implies that t=0 ‘events’ simultaneously reflect sales from 

days before, during, and after storms.     

Temporal dimensions of treatment 

We would like to separately identify ex-ante disaster preparedness behavior and ex-post 

disaster response behavior for two reasons. First, we want to understand the effectiveness of ex-

ante forecasts and communication policies issued before tropical cyclones hit. Second, we want to 

compare and contrast behavioral and market signatures of preparedness behavior and response 

behavior.  

Separate identification of ex-ante disaster preparedness and ex-post disaster response 

would be simple with daily data, but Nielsen only reports weekly data. One natural approach to 

separately identify ex-ante and ex-post response involves constructing a complete set of week-type 

indicators reflecting the exact number of days during a given week falling before, during, and after 

a nearby landfall. For example, one might define dummy variables equal to one when ‘this week 

contains days 3 through 1 before landfall, 1 day of landfall, and days 1 through 3 after landfall’ 

and zero otherwise; or equal to one when ‘this week contains days 2 through 1 before landfall, 1 

day of landfall, and days 1 through 4 after landfall’ and zero otherwise, etc.  In principle, this 

approach could back out the precise timing of responses down to the day. In practice, this approach 

will confound storm intensity with the timing of treatment. Although we study dozens of storms, 

sampling variability given a fixed number of storms implies that sample storms making landfall 

on Tuesdays (for example) are not (necessarily) the same average intensity as sample storms 



making landfall on Wednesdays (for example). As such, week-type indicator variables constructed 

as described above confound intensity with the timing of treatment in finite samples. 

An alternative approach to separately identify ex-ante preparedness behavior and ex-post 

response behavior is to simply average over several week-types. To implement this procedure, we 

average over weeks containing days only before storms and over weeks containing days only after 

a storm. To be precise, in our main analysis we define ‘BEFORE’ weeks as those weeks containing 

several (at least 3 of 7) days before nearby landfall and do not contain the day of landfall. We 

define ‘AFTER’ weeks as those weeks containing several (at least 3 of 7) days after nearby landfall 

and do not contain the day of landfall. For completeness, we define ‘DURING’ weeks as any week-

type containing the day of landfall. DURING weeks contain information from days before, during, 

and/or after landfall and are therefore difficult to interpret.  

For an illustrative example of treatment construction, see Appendix A3. The key advantage 

of average measures is that, with finite storms and store-weeks beginning on the same day of each 

week, we can separately identify before-storm and after-storm effects without confounding storm 

intensity and storm timing. Additional advantages include statistical power and more transparent 

results interpretation. A disadvantage of our treatment definitions is that we are unable to isolate 

the exact timing, down to the day, of changes in bottled water sales. One related concern is that 

constructed measures may somewhat downplay the effect of days immediately before or after 

landfall, since weeks with days closest to landfall are unusually likely to also contain the landfall 

day. However, survey evidence suggests these days are less crucial than the days we more 

frequently average over. Meyer et al. (2014) found that the incremental change in the percentage 

of households making defensive supply purchases changed little between 48 hours prior to landfall 

and 6 hours prior to landfall.19   

We note that the choice to average over weeks with at least 3 of 7 days before or after 

storms is somewhat arbitrary. Our choice is motivated by disaster preparedness survey researchers 

that model preparedness windows as spanning one to five days before landfall (Huang et al. 2012; 

Meyer et al. 2014). By construction, our measures include all weeks containing five or fewer days 

before landfall (and no landfall days). The first excluded week-type from our main BEFORE 

                                                            
19 Days immediately preceding or following landfall not included in BEFORE or AFTER treatments are included in 
DURING treatments. Were DURING treatments systematically large relative to before and after treatments, our 
choices might merit a closer look. This is not the case. Moreover, results aren’t sensitive to variable choices.  



measure – weeks containing exactly two days before a storm and not the day of landfall – will 

always contain the sixth and seventh days preceding landfall only and no other impacted days. 

These weeks fall outside the related literature’s suggestion of a five day preparedness window. We 

similarly define AFTER treatments for symmetry. We demonstrate in later robustness checks that 

none of our results are sensitive to treatment variable construction choices.20 

Regression approaches 

After defining spatial and temporal aspects of treatment, estimating standard panel data 

models is straight-forward. For store i in week w, we regress the log of bottled water sales on 

before-storm treatments, after-storm treatments, and during-storm treatments. We log outcome 

variables because raw revenues are approximately log-normal with a long right tail. Semi-log 

specifications also facilitate natural economic interpretations.  

Although the precise location and timing of tropical cyclone landfalls is plausibly 

exogenous, several observed and unobserved factors may be correlated with both bottled water 

sales and more systematic aspects of tropical cyclone landfalls. Time-invariant area characteristics 

like average climate, coastal proximity, geography, and demographics may be correlated with both 

bottled water sales and the proximity to hurricane activity. Bottled water sales and the number of 

hurricanes both trend modestly upward over our sample period. Bottled water sales and tropical 

cyclone activity are both highly seasonal.  

Our preferred specifications use store fixed effects αi, year fixed effects λy, and month-of-

calendar-year fixed effects δm as controls. These specifications can be summarized as follows: 

{1} 

In robustness checks, we use other methods to control for time-invariant characteristics including 

county fixed effects and grocery chain fixed effects. We explore robustness to other approaches to 

control for common time trends including county-by-year fixed effects and chain-by-year fixed 

effects. These approaches allow trends to vary locally. We explore robustness to other approaches 

to control for seasonal effects including county-by-calendar-month fixed effects and chain-by-

calendar-month fixed effects. These approaches allow seasonality to vary locally.   

                                                            
20 We could have defined treatments based on forecasts rather than actual landfalls. Indeed, an earlier version of this 
research used Naval Research Laboratory data to do so. In principle, an advantage of this approach is the ability to 
analyze near misses or unexpected hits due to differences between forecasted and actual landfall. However, in 
practice, treatments constructed using forecasts for 96 hours or less frequently mimicked treatments constructed 
using the simple and transparent landfall data. In other words, for most storms over the most likely preparation and 
response time horizons, deviations between forecasted landfall and realized landfall were reasonably small. 
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Estimation Notes 

In preferred specifications, we cluster all standard errors at the store-level to control for 

arbitrary serial correlation over time at a given store. Arellano (1987) and Cameron and Miller 

(2013) demonstrate that cluster-robust estimates in cluster-specific fixed effect models are 

appropriate under a range of conditions, including our case where the number of clusters (stores) 

is large. While fixed effects control for time-invariant cross-sectional correlations, preferred 

specifications assume no time-varying spatial correlation across stores. We later demonstrate that 

results are robust to clustering standard errors at the county or chain level. 

In order to make treatment and control periods as comparable as possible, we run main 

regressions only for store-weeks during official hurricanes seasons. This sample restriction implies 

that we observe data from our 3,311 stores over 105 distinct weeks spanning the June-November 

hurricane seasons in 2002, 2003, 2004, and 2005. The final dataset contains 313,655 sales-week 

observations, or more than 90 percent of a fully square dataset. 2,626 stores, or approximately 80 

percent of stores, have complete sales data for all 105 weeks. 2,851, or approximately 86 percent 

of stores, have sales observations for at least three-quarters of analyzed weeks. No missing data 

are correlated with tropical storm or hurricane landfalls. The correlation coefficient between 

‘missingness’ at store i in week j and a treatment defined as a storm within 125 miles of store i 

during week j is  0.03. Results are robust to regressions of missingness on treatment with or without 

controls including month-of-year fixed effects, year fixed effects, and store fixed effects.   

Table 2 reports summary statistics for our sample after all restrictions. Since bottled water 

sales are higher during warmer months, the hurricane-season sample has slightly higher mean 

water sales than those reported in the raw data in Table 1. About 10 percent of our sample stores 

lie within 5 miles of a coastline. Less than 1 percent of store-weeks experience a tropical storm or 

hurricane making landfall within 50 miles. About 7 percent of store-weeks fall under a FEMA 

disaster declaration for tropical cyclones. By construction, about 50 percent of stores are classified 

as high college, high income, or high African American (as a percent of population).  

In order to avoid contaminating our control group, regressions include only store-weeks 

defined into treatment or defined as entirely unaffected by any tropical storm or hurricane. For 

example, when analyzing the effects of tropical storms on sales, treatment store-weeks are defined 

following the rules discussed in Section 4.3 as those weeks before, during, or after tropical storms. 

Control weeks are defined as all store-weeks containing no days within seven days of a nearby 



tropical storm or hurricane. A key point here is that, when analyzing impacts of tropical storms on 

sales, we omit observations possibly impacted by hurricanes from the control group and when 

analyzing impacts of hurricanes on sales, we omit observations possibly impacted by tropical 

storms from the control group. 

5. Central results 

 Regression results, corresponding to equation {1}, appear in Table 3. Before interpreting 

results of key interest, we note the impact of fixed effect controls. Store fixed effects, year fixed 

effects, and month of calendar year fixed effects are often statistically significant. More 

importantly, store characteristics, time trends, and seasonality appear correlated with both bottled 

water expenditures and tropical cyclones. Failing to control for time invariant characteristics and 

common time factors results in coefficients that are biased upward, as can be seen in stark 

differences between coefficients in specifications (1)-(4) and likewise between coefficients in 

specifications (5)-(8). 

 Columns (4) and (8) in Table 3 contain results from our preferred specifications that 

include full controls. In column (4), we find no significant average change in bottled water sales 

across threat areas as hurricanes approach. This result holds even though the BEFORE coefficient 

is precisely estimated. In contrast, we find significant and large increases in average bottled water 

sales at treated stores after hurricanes make landfall. The 0.415 AFTER coefficient suggests that 

net bottled water sales increase approximately 51 percent following hurricanes, on average across 

all stores within 125 miles of the landfall point.21 In column (8), we find significant but small 

(approx. 5 percent) net decreases in average bottled water sales across impacted areas as tropical 

storms approach. We find no significant change in average bottled water sales across impacted 

areas after tropical storms make landfall. Point estimate magnitudes are also small. Note that all 

results in Table 3 mirror key results in the exploratory graphical event study analysis closely. We 

find large changes in bottled water sales around hurricanes, but the changes are occurring after 

storms make landfall. We find small, or zero, changes in bottled water sales around tropical storms. 

Robustness to Research Design 

 Our first robustness check involves a falsification exercise where we replicate our analysis 

after moving tropical storm and hurricane landfall dates forward by exactly one year. If unobserved 

store-level or seasonality confounders drive results in Table 3, this sensitivity check would produce 

                                                            
21 Given semi-log specifications with dummy explanatory variables, we interpret coefficients as 100 1  . 



false storm impacts because simulated storms landfalls occur in the same place and on the same 

month-day as the actually observed landfalls. We summarize falsification results in Figure 5 with 

another intuitive event study graph. In short, we find no large changes in bottled water sales around 

simulated hurricanes or tropical storms.22  

 A second falsification check investigates the impact of tropical cyclones on the sales of 

other common beverages. If our key results – small changes in sales as storms approach and very 

large increases in sales after hurricanes hit – apply to goods not related to disaster preparedness 

and response, it may be difficult to credibly interpret our bottled water results. Other beverage 

results are summarized in Table 4, which also contains key bottled water results for reference. We 

find small changes in sales of other commonly consumed beverages (5 percent or less) as both 

hurricanes and tropical storms approach, which is perhaps consistent with observed small changes 

in shopping behavior. Relative to the very large increases in bottled water sales after hurricanes 

(over 50 percent), changes for other commonly consumed beverages are small. 

 A third sensitivity check replicates the main analysis at the county-level rather than the 

store-level. Store-level data can be noisy. Store-level results might be influenced by unobserved 

response heterogeneity attributable to store-size, industry concentration, competition, or other 

unobserved factors. Although our treatment radii are large, spillovers from treatment stores might 

influence outcomes at control stores and violate the stable unit treatment value assumption. An 

aggregate county-level analysis should mitigate these concerns. Results are presented in Table 5 

and are similar to our main findings. In preferred specifications, we find no significant changes in 

average bottled water sales as hurricanes approach and large changes after hurricanes make 

landfall. Bottled water sales in the county-level analysis increase approximately 75 percent 

following hurricanes, on average across stores within 125 miles of the landfall point. In addition, 

tropical storm results are unchanged; we find no large changes before, during, or after. 

 A natural concern is that our results may be influenced by “stock-outs” when grocery stores 

run out of bottled water. Although it is possible that our data contain within-week sell-outs, we see 

no obvious evidence for whole-week sell-outs. We observe no sample store-weeks with zero 

bottled water sales and, as previously mentioned, the timing of the small number of store-weeks 

                                                            
22 To be precise, we advance 2003-2005 storms one year and ‘wrap’ 2002 storms to 2005. In principle, one could 
also lag storm impacts one year for a falsification test. In practice, however, a concern with lagging is that storms 
may have lasting effects on outcomes. We explore this notion later in the paper. 



with missing data is uncorrelated with tropical cyclone activity. We believe that stock-outs are 

unlikely to influence our ex-ante results on average, as we see no significant increases in bottled 

water as hurricanes or tropical cyclones approach. Large ex-post spikes in water sales suggest 

stores on average have the ability to meet unusually large demand. To the extent that within-week 

sellouts occur after hurricanes make landfall, our observed sharp increases in water sales are 

conservative underestimates.  

Robustness to Empirical Choices 

 Two possible remaining concerns with our main results is that they could be driven by 

fixed effects or standard error clustering choices. Although we control for time trends and seasonal 

effects common to all stores, one might be concerned that time and seasonal effects are correlated 

with storm landfalls and bottled water sales at a more local level. However, the first columns of 

Appendix Table A4 shows that significant hurricane results are not sensitive to fixed effects 

choices. Fixed effects at the county-level, the chain-level, the county-by-year-level, the chain-by-

year-level, the county-by-calendar-month-level, and the chain-by-calendar-month-level all 

generate similar results. Although clustering at the store-level allows for arbitrary within-store 

serial correlation, one might be concerned with cross-sectional correlation induced when responses 

at one store are influenced by responses at nearby stores or other stores within the same grocery 

chain. As seen in the final 3 columns of Appendix Table A4, however, clustering standard errors 

at the county or grocery chain level yields the same pattern of statistical significance as our results.  

Appendix Table A5 examines alternative approaches to defining temporal aspects of 

treatment. We replicate our central results with BEFORE and AFTER treatments that are more or 

less inclusive of different week types. For example, BEFORE treatments may contain all week 

types with any of the 7 days before landfall (and not the landfall day) rather than at least 3 of 7 

days before landfall. We find that results for both hurricanes and tropical storms are generally 

robust to treatment definition choices. We find significant and large (> 50 percent) increases in 

average bottled water sales at treated stores after hurricanes make landfall. We find no change in 

average bottled water sales at treated stores after tropical storms make landfall. We find 

consistently small (0-7 percent), and often negative rather than positive, changes in bottled water 

sales as both tropical storms and hurricanes approach.  

Finally, we note key results are robust to several other empirical choices. First, results are 

not sensitive to omitting stores never impacted by tropical cyclones from the control group. Figure 



3 suggested that treated stores may differ from never treated stores; stores treated at some point 

are located closer to coasts and may differ in other systematic ways. Although store-level, county-

by-year, and county-by-season fixed effects should alleviate obvious omitted variable bias 

concerns in regressions with some control units being different on average than treated units, we 

replicated the analysis by including only stores impacted by tropical cyclones in both treatment 

and control groups. Results are extremely similar to corresponding results in Table 3. Second, our 

results are not sensitive to other approaches to defining geographic dimensions of treatment. We 

replicated our analysis with impact radii of 75, 100, 150, and 175 miles and found quantitatively 

similar results to Table 3. Third, our results are not sensitive to defining bottled water outcomes 

based on sales volume rather than sales revenues or expenditures. We replicated our analysis with 

dependent variables equal to the log of volume in ounces and found the same sign and significance 

patterns as those in Table 3. Coefficient magnitudes were also very similar in percentage terms.  

6. Explorations 

 In this section, we explore (1) heterogeneity in disaster preparedness and disaster response; 

(2) early season stockpiling of bottled water; (3) the role of evacuations for bottled water sales 

before and after tropical cyclones; (4) the impacts of recent storm history on preparedness 

behavior; (5) the effects of tropical cyclones on the prices of bottled water; and (6) the effects of 

tropical cyclones on the product composition of bottled water sales.  

To explore heterogeneity, we extend the basic model to include interactions between 

BEFORE and AFTER treatment variables and store-level characteristics Xiw. Since most interacted 

characteristics are time invariant, in practice interacted variables are often Xi. We do not consider 

interactions of DURING treatment variables, given that coefficients are difficult to interpret.23 We 

continue to use store fixed effects αi, year fixed effects λy, and month-of-calendar-year fixed effects 

δm as controls. To summarize: 

{2} 

 

Interaction effects should be interpreted with some caution, as interacted store-level characteristics 

may be correlated with other observed and unobserved characteristics. Our interaction effects may 

be thought of as conditional average treatment effects.   

                                                            
23 Including or omitting interactions with DURING does not meaningfully affect other estimates. 
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Except where noted, explorations use methods from the preceding section or the interaction 

approach described above. We typically focus explorations on hurricane (rather than tropical 

storm) impacts only since central results indicated no large average changes in sales before, during, 

or after tropical storms. Otherwise, all samples and sample restrictions parallel those used in the 

main analysis. 

Does preparedness and response vary with physical risk factors? 

Recall that our average results may be summarized as follows: no significant changes in 

bottled water sales as storms approach and large changes in bottled water sales after hurricanes 

make landfall. However, perhaps these average results obscure ex-ante preparedness in the highest 

risk areas or understate ex-post responses in the most directly impacted areas. We therefore 

consider interactions of treatments with: ‘COASTAL,’ where the store lies within 5 miles of the 

nearest coastline; ‘NEAR LANDFALL,’ where the store-week lies within 50 miles of relevant 

storm landfall point, and ‘FEMA DISASTER,’ where the store-week falls under an official FEMA 

disaster declaration for a tropical storm or hurricane. 

 The top left panel of Table 6 explores how ex-ante preparedness behavior varies with 

physical risk factors. Although we continue to find no average changes in bottled water sales in 

non-coastal areas as hurricanes approach, results indicate a significant increase in bottled water 

sales in coastal areas as hurricanes approach. This preparedness activity in coastal areas is greatest 

near landfall points and in areas later officially declared disaster areas. Interpreting statistically 

significant coefficients in columns (1), (3), and (5), we find that bottled water sales increase 

roughly 5 to 20 percent in coastal areas as storms approach.24  

The bottom left panel of Table 6 explores how ex-post response behavior varies with 

physical risks. As before, we find that treated stores experience large and significant increases in 

bottled water sales after hurricanes make landfall. Interpreting the sum of statistically significant 

coefficients in the bottom panel of columns (1) – (5), we find that bottled water sales increase 

roughly 35 to 85 percent across treated stores after hurricanes make landfall. Responses are 

especially high at stores near landfall points and in FEMA disaster counties. This heterogeneity is 

consistent with higher damages in these areas. Responses are lower in coastal areas, which is 

consistent with the ex-ante preparedness activity observed earlier.25     

                                                            
24 We interpret interaction coefficients relative to overall sales in the sample, rather than relative to the group itself.  
25 Results may also be consistent with evacuations from these areas, which we explore later in the paper.  



Does preparedness and response vary with demographics? 

 Preparedness activities may be associated with access to risk information, ability to 

understand and process risk information, and trust in public information sources. Ex-post response 

activities may be associated with damages and public services, which may vary across 

demographic groups. We therefore consider interactions between treatments and several 

demographic characteristics: ‘COLLEGE,’ where the store lies within an area with above median 

college attainment for our sample; ‘INCOME,’ where the store lies within an area with above 

median income for our sample; and ‘BLACK/AFRICAN AMERICAN,’ where the store lies 

within an area with above median percentages self-identifying as ‘black or African American.’  

 The top right panel of Table 6 explores how ex-ante preparedness behavior varies with 

demographics and the bottom right panel of Table 6 explores how ex-post response behavior varies 

with demographics. The top right panel indicates no significant average changes in bottled water 

sales as hurricanes approach for any group. Results in the bottom right panel indicate that all 

treated stores experience large and significant increases in bottled water sales after hurricanes 

make landfall. Interpreting the sum of statistically significant coefficients in the bottom panel of 

columns (6) – (11), we find that bottled water sales increase roughly 25 to 85 percent across all 

treated stores after hurricanes make landfall. Increases are especially large at stores in areas with 

lower education, lower income, and higher percentages of Black/African Americans. Interpreting 

coefficients in column (6), we find that post-landfall water sales increase roughly 45 percent in 

more educated areas and roughly 57 percent in less educated areas. Interpreting coefficients in 

column (8), we find that post-landfall water sales increase roughly 37 percent in higher income 

areas and roughly 64 percent in lower income areas. Interpreting coefficients in column (10), we 

find that post-landfall water sales increase roughly 30 percent in low African American areas and 

roughly 83 percent in high African American areas. In short, we find substantially higher post-

landfall increases in bottled water among populations predicted by the related literature to be least 

prepared. Results are also consistent with low education, low income, and higher African 

American areas having more extensive damages or service disruptions after storm landfalls.  

Is there evidence for early season stockpiling of bottled water? 

 One potential explanation for muted disaster preparedness as storms approach and 

substantial heterogeneity in response after storms make landfall is that results are influenced by 

stockpiling earlier in the hurricane season. Perhaps households buy and store bottled water early 



on, and that stockpiling activity is correlated with education, income, and race. So, we explore 

aspects of early season behavior directly. 

A full accounting of stockpiling is difficult due to confounding with seasonality effects. 

However, we are able examine changes in bottled water sales during the first week or two of the 

hurricane season in a reasonably credible fashion. Anecdotal evidence, confirmed by Google 

Trends and a review of newspaper reports in the Lexis-Nexis database, suggests that agencies 

engage in extensive outreach efforts regarding emergency kits and preparedness plans at the 

opening of hurricane season in early June. We therefore regress all store-weeks (not just hurricane 

season store-weeks) on indicators for first week or first two weeks of hurricane season, store fixed 

effects, month of calendar year fixed effects, and year fixed effects. We acknowledge that this is 

an imperfect exercise, given that we are unable to fully disentangle early hurricane season effects 

from short-run seasonality effects.  

 Early season results are presented in Table 7. After controlling for other seasonal effects, 

we find small but significant increases in bottled water sales during the first week or two of 

hurricane season. Interpreting the sum of coefficients in all columns, we find that sales increase 

roughly 1 to 7 percent during the first week or two of hurricane season relative to predicted 

counterfactuals. Consistent with earlier heterogeneity results, observed preparatory stockpiling 

appears highest at stores in coastal areas, high income areas, and whiter areas. 

Do evacuations influence results? 

 Large scale evacuations would drive coefficients towards zero, as evacuated individuals 

are not available to purchase bottled water near their homes. Observed increases in bottled water 

sales after storms make landfall may be underestimates of responses had evacuations not occurred. 

Evacuations could partially explain observed small changes in bottled water sales as storms 

approach. However, policy advice indicates that evacuations should not mitigate the need to 

acquire bottled water as storms approach. Evacuation orders typically occur shortly before landfall 

and well after policy advice directs households to prepare emergency kits. Moreover, federal, state, 

and local authorities assert “you will need the following supplies when you leave your home …. 

water (at least one gallon per person [per day] is recommended.” 

 Nevertheless, we replicated our analysis disaggregated by evacuation status. We compare 

changes in bottled water sales for sample hurricanes not accompanied by large-scale evacuations 

with changes in bottled water sales for sample hurricanes that were accompanied by mandatory 



evacuations orders. We identified evacuation orders by searching media reports for mandated 

evacuations involving at least several hundred thousand individuals. Using this procedure, eight 

of our hurricanes were associated with large-scale evacuations. Before proceeding, we note that 

disaggregating results by evacuation status is an imperfect exercise, given that mandatory 

evacuations are at least somewhat correlated with storm intensity. 

 Table 8 presents estimates of impacts broken down by evacuation mandates. The top panel 

of columns (1) – (4) indicates that storms without large-scale evacuations are associated with small 

but significant increases in bottled water sales as hurricanes approach. Coefficients translate into 

increases of about 5 to 7 percent. The bottom panel of columns (1) – (4) indicates that, consistent 

with our overall findings, storms without large-scale evacuations are still associated with 

significant increases in bottled water sales after storms make landfall. Increases in official FEMA 

disaster areas are especially large; interpreting coefficients in the bottom panel of column (4) 

suggests that water sales increase approximately 135 percent in FEMA disaster areas after non-

evacuation hurricanes made landfall. The top panel of columns (5) – (8) indicates that storms 

accompanied by large-scale evacuations are associated with small yet significant average 

decreases in bottled water sales as hurricanes approach. However, bottled water sales in coastal 

areas still increase about 4 percent as hurricanes approach. The bottom panel of columns (5) – (8) 

indicates that storms with large-scale evacuations are still associated with significant and large 

increases in bottled water sales after storms make landfall. Increases are greatest near landfall and 

in FEMA disaster declaration areas. We also observe smaller net increases in bottled water sales 

after hurricanes in coastal areas relative to non-coastal areas, which may be consistent with greater 

preparation or evacuations depleting populations (and lowering sales) in these areas. The key point 

of our evacuation results is that, regardless of evacuation status, we find small changes in bottled 

water sales as storms approach and large increases in bottled water sales after storms make landfall.     

Does experience with tropical cyclones influence preparation and response? 

 The related disaster response literature hypothesizes that prior storm experience may affect 

disaster preparedness and disaster response. The magnitudes and even the signs of these effects, 

however, remain open empirical questions. On one hand, previous experience with tropical 

cyclones may increase the saliency of risks and risk communication. On the other hand, previous 

experience with tropical cyclones may adversely impact individuals’ perceptions of the form and 

duration of actual risks from a new storm. We therefore replicated our early season stockpiling 



analysis, but added interactions between treatment variables and three indicators of recent storm 

experience: Did any tropical cyclone make landfall within 125 miles of this store during the prior 

two hurricane seasons? Did any hurricane make landfall within 125 miles of this store during the 

prior two hurricane seasons? And did any major hurricane make landfall within 125 miles of this 

store during the prior two hurricane seasons? We also replicated our central analysis with 

interactions between our before and after storm treatment variables and the three indicators of 

recent storm experience defined above. Although defining recent history on the last two seasons 

is an ad-hoc choice, our results are generally robust to other definitions with the caveat that history 

effects appear to decay with longer time horizons. 

Storm experience results are presented in Table 9. The top left panels indicate that early 

season stockpiling is approximately twice as large in areas hit by tropical cyclones in previous 

hurricane seasons. However, we find no consistent evidence that these history effects on 

stockpiling increase with storm intensity. The bottom right panels indicate, again, that bottled 

water sales change very little on average as storms approach. We do find evidence that sharp 

increases in bottled water sales after hurricanes are lower in areas hit by tropical cyclones in the 

previous hurricane seasons. These smaller ex-post changes are consistent with increased 

preparedness in areas with recent storm history.   

Do bottled water prices respond to hurricanes? Is there evidence for price gouging? 

 Our sales results are not sensitive to price changes. As noted above, we find similar results 

for changes measured in either sales revenue or volume / quantity. However, the effects of 

hurricanes on prices may be of direct economic interest. The states in our sample all had anti-price 

gouging laws in place during our sample period. Moreover, corporate reputation effects from price 

increases during vulnerable times may discourage price increases around natural disasters. 

Nevertheless, compliance with pricing laws and responses to corporate social responsibility 

pressures remain open empirical questions. We therefore replicated analyses with the log of our 

chained Laspeyres bottled water price index as the dependent variable.  

 Price effect results are presented in Table 10. In the top panel, we find little evidence for 

systematic changes in bottled water prices as storms approach. Point estimates are small in 

magnitude and most are insignificant. In the bottom panel, however, we find significant increases 

in bottled water prices across all treated stores after hurricane landfalls. We interpret results as 

unfavorable towards price gouging per se; 1-2 percent net increases are unlikely to be 



“unreasonable”, “unconscionable,” or “excessive.” Moreover, we find no evidence that prices 

increases are larger in hardest hit areas. Nevertheless, to our knowledge, significant net price 

increases in bottled water prices after hurricane landfalls is a novel result.26  

Do hurricanes influence product mix? 

 It seems unlikely that our results are driven by changes in product composition, as we note 

again that results are similar when outcome variables are defined either by sales revenues or by 

volume in ounces. However, the effects of hurricanes and natural disasters on product mix may be 

of direct economic interest. We therefore replicated our analyses for the three most commonly sold 

package types in our stores: 6 packs of 16.9 ounce bottles, 12 packs of 16.9 ounce bottles, and 1 

gallon bottles. 

 Product mix results are presented in Table 11. Column (1) repeats our whole-category 

results for reference. Looking at row 1, we find small changes in sales of all three common water 

package types as hurricanes approach; no other systematic patterns are apparent. However, results 

in row 3 suggest that bottled water sales increases are greater as a proportion of average baseline 

sales for larger package sizes. For example, revenues from 1 gallon water bottles increase 

approximately 77 percent after hurricanes make landfall while revenues from 6 packs of 16.9 

ounce bottles increase a comparatively small 43 percent. These results reinforce the basic notion 

that increases in sales after hurricanes are disaster response activities, as gallon bottles are more 

naturally viewed as disaster response goods than single serving 16.9 ounce bottles.  

7. Discussion  

 Our results can be summarized as follows. We find that bottled water sales increase 

modestly in coastal areas as hurricanes approach. We find no evidence that bottled water sales 

increase in non-coastal areas as hurricanes approach or in any areas as tropical storms approach. 

In marked contrast, we find sharp increases in bottled water sales (on the order of 50-135 percent) 

at impacted stores after hurricanes make landfall. Risk, demographics, and prior storm experience 

predict response heterogeneity. We observe less preparedness activity, including early season 

stockpiling, and greater post-landfall sales increases in areas that are less wealthy, less educated, 

more African American. We similarly observe less preparation and more post-landfall sales 

increases in areas that have not experienced recent hurricanes. We document that hurricanes have 

                                                            
26 We do not directly observe promotions in our dataset so net price increases could represent mark-ups or 
discontinued discounts or both.    



significant market effects; bottled water prices increase modestly and product mixes shift toward 

larger containers after hurricanes make landfall. Results are robust to falsification checks, are not 

sensitive to empirical choices, and do not appear to be explained by evacuations or stock-outs.   

We note several limitations. First, we would ideally observe daily sales data. While we are 

able to credibly and separately identify average changes in bottled water sales before and after 

storm landfalls, we are unable to precisely identify the timing of preparedness and response down 

to the day. Second, we would ideally observe the impact of tropical cyclones on preparedness 

goods beyond bottled water, such as batteries, medicines, canned foods, and wood for windows. 

We have no strong reason to believe that preparedness behavior would be drastically different for 

water than other goods, and surveys find that households who purchased emergency supplies 

before hurricane strikes obtained bottled water as part of their preparedness activities (Sattler et al. 

2000, Baker 2011, Meyer et al. 2014).  Third, we observe sales only at grocery stores operated by 

supermarket chains. If storms systematically shift shopping behavior away from large grocery 

stores and towards systematically smaller neighborhood stores or towards “big box” or 

nontraditional retailers, our results may be biased. However, we find similar results for analysis at 

the store-level and the county-level, suggesting that at least within our sample shifts across store 

sizes may be modest. Fourth, we only observe outcome data spanning four hurricane seasons. 

Although we use considerably richer data than the related literature, with a larger number of storms 

and broader geographic coverage, we would ideally further explore heterogeneity across hurricane 

intensity by using a regression discontinuity analysis that exploits category definitions. Fifth, we 

are unable to obtain data that would allow us to comprehensively explore the precise mechanisms 

driving large changes in bottled water sales following hurricanes and we do not observe actual 

drinking water service outages. Note that free distribution of emergency response goods by disaster 

relief agencies after storms implies our large ex-post responses are underestimates. We are 

unaware of cases where relief agencies distribute bottled water on a large scale prior to landfall. 

 The above caveats notwithstanding, our results suggest several positive messages 

regarding current policy. Significant early season stockpiling and significant increases in bottled 

water sales in coastal areas as storms approach are consistent with policy advice and policy 

objectives. Preparedness appears to pay off; population sub-groups that engage in early season 

stockpiling or increase water expenditures as storms approach generally experience lower 

increases in water expenditures after storms make landfall. Private sector supply chains appear to 



respond to tropical cyclones rapidly, and these supply chains appear flexible enough to allow for 

shifting product mixes. This was not clear ex-ante, as supply chains following natural disasters in 

other countries experience seriously disrupted supply responses (Cavallo et al. 2014). We see no 

evidence for widespread price gouging.  

Results also suggest several cautionary notes regarding current policy. Small average ex-

ante preparedness magnitudes, especially in areas not directly along coasts, are inconsistent with 

costly policy advice and stated policy objectives. Hurricanes frequently cause large economic 

damages and service disruptions inland (NOAA 2011). Very large increases in bottled water sales 

after landfalls are inconsistent with policy advice to stay off roads, and increased foot or road 

traffic may put both shoppers and emergency responders at increased risk of injury or death.27 

Significant response heterogeneity suggests that areas with lower income, lower education, and 

high African American populations may be less prepared ex-ante and/or suffer greater damages 

and longer outages ex-post.  

 Possible avenues for policy improvement follow. Public messaging should emphasize the 

potential for flooding and prolonged service outages across large geographic areas both near and 

far from coasts. Communications should signal the significant potential for damages from storms 

with lower sustained winds. Enhanced outreach might include in-store and other point of sale 

messaging. Strong response heterogeneity suggests policy communication could be more targeted 

towards communities with lower than average preparedness and higher than average post-landfall 

demand.28 Our results – or even real-time monitoring of disaster response sales – could be used to 

identify specific neighborhoods where increased outreach efforts may be especially beneficial. A 

costly alternative to messaging is direct public provision of emergency preparedness supplies, 

making preparedness the default option (Meyer et al. 2014). More modest, but similar, proposals 

might include public/private partnerships and in-store promotions to increase emergency supply 

sales before storms arrive. 

Are our results consistent with rational or reasonable behavior? We cannot say for certain. 

We find sharp increases in water sales after hurricanes, and being out after storms to buy water 

directly contradicts policy advice. We find no average increases in water sales before hurricanes, 

and not stocking up as storms approach also directly contradicts policy advice. A robust survey 

                                                            
27 See, for example, FEMA’s www.ready.gov/hurricanes . 
28 See Shimshack et al. (2007) for similar recommendations in different risk contexts. 



literature finds that 50% or less of even the very highest risk households have sufficient water on 

hand ahead of storms, so our results are most likely also inconsistent with the ‘spirit’ of policy 

advice as well. Finally, the gap between observed ex-ante and ex-post bottled water sales is far 

larger in areas with lower income, lower education, and more minorities. We acknowledge that 

not preparing ahead of time might be privately rational if households believe that supply chains 

(private and public) are able to cope with large increases in water demand after storms. Of course, 

we also note that the broader economic literature is not supportive of an optimistic view of 

individually rational behavior in these kind of circumstances (Posner 2004; Sunstein 2007; 

Pindyck and Wang 2013).   
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Figure 1. Sample Stores 

 



Figure 2. Average Bottled Water Revenues and Sales Volume 
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Figure 3. Geographic Dimensions of Treatment 

 



Figure 4. Graphical Event Study Analysis 
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Figure 5. Falsification Tests 
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Table 1: Summarizing Bottled Water Revenues and Sales Volume 
 

OVERALL 
SUMMARY 

Mean Std. Dev. 
Between Store  

std.dev. 
Within Store  

std.dev 
     
Weekly Revenue 1928.9 1466.1 1248.6 797.2 
Weekly Volume 1192.0 906.4 747.7 539.2 
     
SEASONAL 
VARIABILITY 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

             
Mean Revenue 1593 1691 1790 1939 1946 2091 2247 2253 2434 1895 1620 1510 
Mean Volume 1008 1062 1107 1176 1184 1290 1385 1381 1547 1162 986 939 
             
GEOGRAPHIC 
VARIABILITY 

AL FL GA LA MS NC TX VA 

         
Stores 143 653 388 146 57 770 562 592 
Mean Revenue 1398 2108 1881 2215 1746 1472 2344 1892 
Mean Volume 704 1386 1097 1475 1016 858 1705 1089 
         

 
 



Table 2. Regression Sample Statistics 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
 Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. 
     
Outcome Variables     
Bottled Water REVENUE ($) 2,083 1,619 0.790 76,079 
LOG of Bottled Water REVENUE ($) 7.413 0.672 -0.236 11.24 
Bottled Water VOLUME (gal.) 1,287 1,017 0.528 46,513 
LOG of Bottled Water VOLUME (gal.) 6.930 0.675 -0.638 10.75 
     
Treatment Variables     
Store-week BEFORE tropical storm landfall 0.00300 0.0547 0 1 
Store-week CONTAINS tropical storm landfall 0.00446 0.0667 0 1 
Store-week AFTER tropical storm landfall 0.00163 0.0404 0 1 
Store-week BEFORE hurricane landfall 0.00303 0.0550 0 1 
Store-week CONTAINS hurricane landfall 0.00586 0.0764 0 1 
Store-week AFTER hurricane landfall 0.00325 0.0569 0 1 
     
Heterogeneity Indicator Variables     
Store within 5 miles of COAST 0.0983 0.298 0 1 
Store-week affected by NEARBY (<50m) landfall 0.0073 0.085 0 1 
Store-week within FEMA DISASTER declaration 0.0708 0.256 0 1 
Store above sample median COLLEGE attainment 0.497 0.500 0 1 
Store above sample median INCOME 0.494 0.500 0 1 
Store above sample median BLACK/Afr. Amer. 0.507 0.500 0 1 
     
All variables for final analysis have 313,425 nonmissing observations. The sample covers 3,311 stores and spans 
105 weeks during the 2002, 2003, 2004, and 2005 Atlantic hurricane seasons. The <10 percent of missing 
store-week observations are uncorrelated with the presence or absence of storms.    



Table 3. Central Results 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
TREATMENT TYPE HURRICANES TROPICAL STORMS 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES Log of Bottled Water Revenues Log of Bottled Water Revenues 
         
Store-week BEFORE storm landfall 0.470*** 0.187*** 0.078*** 0.007 0.212*** -0.015 0.041*** -0.051*** 
 (0.022) (0.010) (0.010) (0.009) (0.026) (0.008) (0.007) (0.006) 
Store-week CONTAINS storm landfall 0.470*** 0.240*** 0.165*** 0.077*** 0.161*** 0.036*** 0.064*** -0.007 
 (0.022) (0.011) (0.011) (0.010) (0.021) (0.007) (0.006) (0.006) 
Store-week AFTER storm landfall 0.766*** 0.524*** 0.508*** 0.415*** 0.001 0.043*** 0.032*** -0.000 
 (0.023) (0.019) (0.019) (0.019) (0.030) (0.011) (0.011) (0.011) 
Store FEs NO YES YES YES NO YES YES YES 
Year FEs NO NO YES YES NO NO YES YES 
Month of Year FEs NO NO NO YES NO NO NO YES 
         
Observations 307,427 307,427 307,427 307,427 306,473 306,473 306,473 306,473 
Adjusted R-squared 0.009 0.014 0.221 0.399 0.001 0.000 0.214 0.400 
Number of stores 3,311 3,311 3,311 3,311 3,311 3,311 3,311 3,311 

Standard errors, clustered at the store level, in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05. Hurricane regressions omit control observations impacted by tropical storms. Tropical 
storm regressions omit control observations impacted by hurricanes. 



Table 4. Effects of Tropical Cyclones on Sales of Common Beverages  

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

DEPENDENT VARIABLES 
Log of 
Water 

Revenues 

Log of  
Soda 

Revenues 

Log of  
Diet Soda 
Revenues 

Log of  
Milk 

Revenues 

Log of  
Or. Juice 
Revenues 

      
TREATMENT TYPE HURRICANES 
      
Store-week BEFORE storm landfall 0.007 0.028*** -0.015 -0.027*** -0.038*** 
 (0.009) (0.008) (0.010) (0.005) (0.007) 
Store-week CONTAINS storm landfall 0.077*** 0.001 -0.019*** -0.055*** 0.028*** 
 (0.010) (0.005) (0.005) (0.004) (0.005) 
Store-week AFTER storm landfall 0.415*** 0.038*** 0.050*** -0.008** -0.001 
 (0.019) (0.006) (0.006) (0.004) (0.005) 
      
Observations 307,427 307,662 307,662 308,975 308,981 
Number of stores 3,311 3,311 3,311 3,311 3,311 
      
TREATMENT TYPE TROPICAL STORMS 
      
      
Store-week BEFORE storm landfall -0.051*** -0.005 0.005 0.027*** 0.006 
 (0.006) (0.005) (0.005) (0.004) (0.005) 
Store-week CONTAINS storm landfall -0.007 0.016*** 0.028*** -0.005 -0.009** 
 (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.004) (0.004) 
Store-week AFTER storm landfall -0.000 0.117*** 0.127*** 0.009 0.034*** 
 (0.011) (0.014) (0.015) (0.005) (0.006) 
      
Observations 306,473 306,480 306,479 307,820 307,821 
Number of stores 3,311 3,311 3,311 3,311 3,311 

Standard errors, clustered at the store level, in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05. All regressions contain store, 
year, and month FEs. Hurricane regressions omit control observations impacted by tropical storms; tropical storm 
regressions omit control observations impacted by hurricanes. Mean revenues: $2083 for water, $6381 for soda, 
$3045 for diet soda, $6585 for milk, $1703 for orange juice. 

 



Table 5. Robustness to county-level analysis 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
TREATMENT TYPE HURRICANES TROPICAL STORMS 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES Log of Bottled Water Revenues Log of Bottled Water Revenues 
         
Store-week BEFORE storm landfall 0.618*** 0.150*** -0.004 -0.093 0.503*** -0.024 0.030* -0.032** 
 (0.171) (0.050) (0.049) (0.047) (0.184) (0.023) (0.018) (0.015) 
Store-week CONTAINS storm landfall 0.737*** 0.271*** 0.184*** 0.085*** 0.526*** 0.021 0.028 -0.017 
 (0.125) (0.030) (0.030) (0.029) (0.134) (0.019) (0.015) (0.012) 
Store-week AFTER storm landfall 1.122*** 0.635*** 0.642*** 0.563*** 0.541*** 0.102*** 0.052 0.028 
 (0.139) (0.056) (0.057) (0.053) (0.174) (0.032) (0.033) (0.028) 
Store FEs NO YES YES YES NO YES YES YES 
Year FEs NO NO YES YES NO NO YES YES 
Month of Year FEs NO NO NO YES NO NO NO YES 
         
Observations 52,143 52,143 52,143 52,143 52,019 52,019 52,019 52,019 
Adjusted R-squared 0.004 0.014 0.335 0.517 0.001 0.000 0.331 0.521 
Number of counties 517 517 517 517 517 517 517 517 

Standard errors, clustered at the county level, in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05. Tropical storm regressions omit control observations impacted by hurricanes. 
Hurricane regressions omit control observations impacted by tropical storms. 

 



Table 6. Response Heterogeneity 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) 
HETEROGENEITY TYPE PHYSICAL RISK FACTORS DEMOGRAPHICS 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES Log of Bottled Water Revenues Log of Bottled Water Revenues 
            
Store-week BEFORE Storm Landfall -0.002 0.011 0.008 0.002 0.006 -0.000 -0.008 0.000 -0.006 0.020 0.012 
 (0.011) (0.008) (0.009) (0.010) (0.012) (0.016) (0.018) (0.014) (0.017) (0.013) (0.016) 
BEFORE × Coastal 0.047**  0.018  -0.015  0.050  0.032  0.035 
 (0.021)  (0.020)  (0.023)  (0.034)  (0.029)  (0.029) 
BEFORE × Near Landfall  -0.027 -0.088         
  (0.048) (0.065)         
BEFORE × Near × Coastal   0.172**         
   (0.087)         
BEFORE × FEMA Disaster Declaration    0.009 -0.017       
    (0.019) (0.021)       
BEFORE × Disaster × Coastal     0.140***       
     (0.046)       
BEFORE × College      0.015 0.012     
      (0.019) (0.021)     
BEFORE × College × Coastal       -0.009     
       (0.042)     
BEFORE × Income        0.015 0.008   
        (0.018) (0.021)   
BEFORE × Income × Coastal         0.035   
         (0.042)   
BEFORE × African American          -0.032 -0.034 
          (0.018) (0.021) 
BEFORE × Afr. Amer. × Coastal           0.027 
           (0.040) 
Store-week AFTER Storm Landfall 0.445*** 0.371*** 0.400*** 0.105*** 0.102*** 0.452*** 0.490*** 0.494*** 0.548*** 0.261*** 0.277*** 
 (0.022) (0.020) (0.023) (0.010) (0.010) (0.027) (0.031) (0.027) (0.031) (0.022) (0.026) 
AFTER × Coastal -0.132***  -0.138***  0.026  -0.196***  -0.227***  -0.051 
 (0.045)  (0.049)  (0.042)  (0.066)  (0.062)  (0.048) 
AFTER × Near Landfall  0.194*** 0.226***         
  (0.050) (0.061)         
AFTER × Near × Coastal   -0.056         
   (0.106)         
AFTER × FEMA Disaster Declaration    0.491*** 0.594***       
    (0.029) (0.034)       
AFTER × Disaster × Coastal     -0.365***       
     (0.070)       
AFTER × College      -0.077** -0.097**     
      (0.038) (0.043)     
AFTER × College × Coastal       0.131     
       (0.090)     
AFTER × Income        -0.180*** -0.231***   
        (0.037) (0.042)   
AFTER × Income × Coastal         0.210**   
         (0.090)   
AFTER × African American          0.341*** 0.331*** 
          (0.038) (0.042) 
AFTER × Afr. Amer. × Coastal           0.006 
           (0.107) 

Standard errors, clustered at the store-level, in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05. All regression contain 307, 427 observations from 3,311 stores. All regressions contain store, year, and month FEs. 
Regressions omit control observations impacted by tropical storms. 

 



Table 7. Early Season Stockpiling 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 
TREATMENT TYPE FIRST WEEK OF HURRICANE SEASON FIRST TWO WEEKS OF HURRICANE SEASON 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES Log of Bottled Water Revenues Log of Bottled Water Revenues 
           
FIRST week(s) of Hurricane Season 0.027*** 0.023*** 0.025*** 0.017*** 0.043*** 0.040*** 0.037*** 0.036*** 0.030*** 0.052*** 
 (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) 
FIRST × Coastal  0.038***     0.030***    
  (0.010)     (0.010)    
FIRST × College   0.003     0.006   
   (0.004)     (0.004)   
FIRST × Income    0.020***     0.020***  
    (0.004)     (0.004)  
FIRST × Black/Afr Amer     -0.031***     -0.024***
     (0.004)     (0.004) 

Standard errors, clustered at the store-level, in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05. All regression contain 574,588 observations from 3,311 stores observed over all months between April 2002 and 
December 2006. All regressions contain store, year, and month FEs. Regressions omit control observations impacted by tropical storms. 

 



Table 8. Response by Evacuation Status 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

TREATMENT TYPE 
HURRICANES WITHOUT LARGE-SCALE 

EVACUATIONS 
HURRICANES WITH LARGE-SCALE 

EVACUATIONS 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES Log of Bottled Water Revenues Log of Bottled Water Revenues 
         
Store-week BEFORE storm landfall 0.060*** 0.067*** 0.068*** 0.059*** -0.056*** -0.069*** -0.061*** -0.091***
 (0.015) (0.019) (0.011) (0.012) (0.010) (0.010) (0.011) (0.014) 
BEFORE × Coastal  -0.025    0.109***   
  (0.029)    (0.038)   
BEFORE × Near Landfall   -0.073    0.029  
   (0.098)    (0.029)  
BEFORE × FEMA Disaster    0.002    0.058*** 
    (0.033)    (0.019) 
Store-week AFTER storm landfall 0.281*** 0.263*** 0.290*** 0.105*** 0.459*** 0.520*** 0.407*** 0.108*** 
 (0.025) (0.025) (0.027) (0.014) (0.023) (0.028) (0.026) (0.015) 
AFTER × Coastal  0.239    -0.223***   
  (0.126)    (0.049)   
AFTER × Near Landfall   -0.161***    0.185***  
   (0.057)    (0.054)  
AFTER × FEMA Disaster    0.746***    0.463*** 
    (0.049)    (0.032) 
         

Standard errors, clustered at the store-level, in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05. All regressions contain store, year, and month FEs. Evacuation regressions contain 306, 
010 observations from 3,311 stores, and.omit control observations impacted by tropical storms and hurricanes without large-scale evacuations. Non-evacuation regressions 
contain 305, 038 observations from 3,311 stores, and.omit control observations impacted by tropical storms and hurricanes accompanied by large-scale evacuations. 

 



Table 9. Responses Interacted with Storm History 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
TREATMENT TYPE FIRST WEEK(S) OF SEASON BEFORE AND AFTER CYCLONES 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES Log of Bottled Water Revenues Log of Bottled Water Revenues 
       
FIRST week of Hurricane Season 0.019*** 0.024*** 0.025***    
 (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)    
FIRST × RECENT STORM 0.019***      
 (0.002)      
FIRST × RECENT HURRICANE  0.015***     
  (0.004)     
FIRST × RECENT MAJOR   0.019***    
   (0.004)    
FIRST 2 weeks of Hurricane Season 0.014*** 0.017*** 0.018***    
 (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)    
FIRST 2 × RECENT STORM 0.014***      
 (0.002)      
FIRST 2 × RECENT HURRICANE  0.016***     
  (0.002)     
FIRST 2 × RECENT MAJOR   0.017***    
   (0.004)    
       
Store-week BEFORE storm landfall    -0.0001 0.020 0.016 
    (0.025) (0.016) (0.016) 
BEFORE × RECENT STORM    0.005   
    (0.012)   
BEFORE × RECENT HURRICANE     -0.019  
     (0.012)  
BEFORE × RECENT MAJOR      -0.016 
      (0.015) 
Store-week AFTER storm landfall    0.677*** 0.491*** 0.463*** 
    (0.032) (0.023) (0.021) 
AFTER × RECENT STORM    -0.203***   
    (0.021)   
AFTER × RECENT HURRICANE     -0.227***  
     (0.024)  
AFTER × RECENT MAJOR      -0.191*** 
      (0.025) 
Standard errors, clustered at the store-level, in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05. All regressions contain store, year, and 
month FEs. Regressions (1)-(3) contain 574,588 observations from 3,311 stores observed over all store-weeks between April 
2002 and December 2006. Regressions (4)-(6) contain 307,427 observations from 3,311 stores observed during hurricane 
season only, and omit control observations impacted by tropical storms.   

 



Table 10. Effects of hurricanes on prices 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
TREATMENT TYPE HURRICANES 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES Log of Price Index 
     
Store-week BEFORE storm landfall -0.000 -0.002 -0.001 0.009** 
 (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.004) 
BEFORE × Coastal  0.006   
  (0.005)   
BEFORE × Near Landfall   0.007  
   (0.008)  
BEFORE × FEMA Disaster    -0.019*** 
    (0.004) 
Store-week AFTER storm landfall 0.015*** 0.016*** 0.015*** 0.017*** 
 (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003) 
AFTER × Coastal  -0.008*   
  (0.004)   
AFTER × Near Landfall   -0.001  
   (0.005)  
AFTER × FEMA Disaster    -0.003 
    (0.004) 

Standard errors, clustered at the store-level, in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. All regression contain 307, 427 observations from 
3,311 stores. All regressions contain store, year, and month FEs. Regressions omit control observations impacted by tropical storms. 

 
 

 

Table 11. Effects of hurricanes on product mix 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
TREATMENT TYPE HURRICANES 

DEPENDENT VARIABLES 

Log of 
Revenues for 

all Bottled 
Water Sales  

Log of 
Revenues for  

6 packs of 
16.9oz. Bottles 

Log of 
Revenues for 
12 packs of 

16.9oz. Bottles 

Log of 
Revenues for  

1 Gallon  
Bottles 

     
Store-week BEFORE storm landfall 0.007 -0.030** 0.060** 0.009 
 (0.009) (0.015) (0.023) (0.012) 
Store-week CONTAINS storm landfall 0.077*** 0.034*** 0.095*** 0.088*** 
 (0.010) (0.010) (0.015) (0.012) 
Store-week AFTER storm landfall 0.415*** 0.364*** 0.467*** 0.571*** 
 (0.019) (0.020) (0.023) (0.024) 
     
Observations 307,427 307,287 306,022 307,388 
Number of stores 3,311 3,310 3,309 3,311 
Adjusted R-squared 0.399 0.111 0.092 0.147 
Standard errors, clustered at the store-level, in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. All regressions contain 
store, year, and month FEs. Observations and store numbers differ slightly because one or two stores do not sell the 
given package size. Regressions omit control observations impacted by tropical storms. 

 



Appendix A1. FEMA Bottled Water Advice 
 

 

 



Appendix A2. Tropical Cyclone Landfalls in the Southeastern US, 2002-2005 
 

HURDAT 
STORM ID 

STORM 
NAME 

LANDFALL 
DATE 

LANDFALL 
POINT 

HIGHEST 
SUSTAINED WIND 

HIGHEST 
CATEGORY 

      

200202 BERTHA 5-Aug-02 LA 35 TS 

200202 BERTHA 9-Aug-02 TX 35 TS 

200205 EDOUARD 5-Sep-02 FL - ATLANTIC 55 TS 

200206 FAY 7-Sep-02 TX 50 TS 

200209 HANNA 14-Sep-02 LA 50 TS 

200210 ISIDORE 26-Sep-02 LA 110 CAT3 

200212 KYLE 11-Oct-02 SC 75 CAT1 

200213 LILI 3-Oct-02 LA 125 CAT4 

200303 BILL 30-Jun-03 LA 50 TS 

200304 CLAUDETTE 15-Jul-03 TX 80 CAT1 

200311 GRACE 31-Aug-03 TX 35 TS 

200312 HENRI 6-Sep-03 FL- GULF 50 TS 

200313 ISABEL 18-Sep-03 NC 145 CAT5 

200402 BONNIE 12-Aug-04 FL- GULF 55 TS 

200403 CHARLEY 13-Aug-04 FL- GULF 130 CAT4 

200403 CHARLEY 14-Aug-04 SC 130 CAT4 

200406 FRANCES 6-Sep-04 FL -GULF 125 CAT4 

200407 GASTON 29-Aug-04 SC 65 CAT1 

200409 IVAN 16-Sep-04 AL 145 CAT5 

200409 IVAN 24-Sep-04 LA 145 CAT5 

200411 JEANNE 26-Sep-04 FL - ATLANTIC 105 CAT3 

200414 MATTHEW 10-Oct-04 LA 40 TS 

200501 ARLENE 11-Jun-05 AL 60 TS 

200503 CINDY 6-Jul-05 LA 65 CAT1 

200504 DENNIS 10-Jul-05 FL - GULF 130 CAT4 

200512 KATRINA 25-Aug-05 FL - ATLANTIC 150 CAT5 

200512 KATRINA 29-Aug-05 LA 150 CAT5 

200518 RITA 24-Sep-05 LA 155 CAT5 

200522 TAMMY 5-Oct-05 FL - ATLANTIC 45 TS 

200525 WILMA 24-Oct-05 FL - GULF 160 CAT5 

 

 



 

APPENDIX A3. Temporal Aspects of Treatment  

 

 

Store
Sales Week 
Begin Date

Storm Landfall 
within 125m

Storm Landfall 
Date

Distance 
Between 
Store and 

Landfall Point

# Days in Store‐
Week Before 

Nearby 
Hurricane 
Landfall

Did a Hurricane 
Make Landfall 
Nearby During 

this Store Week?

# Days in Store‐
Week After 
Nearby 

Hurricane 
Landfall

Before 
Hurricane 
Treated

During 
Hurricane 
Treated

After 
Hurricane 
Treated

. . . . . . . . . . .
2 7‐Jun‐03 . . . . . . 0 0 0
2 14‐Jun‐03 HURRICANE A 24June2003 300 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 21‐Jun‐03 HURRICANE A 24June2003 300 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 28‐Jun‐03 HURRICANE A 24June2003 300 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 5‐Jul‐03 . . . . . . 0 0 0
2 12‐Jul‐03 . . . . . . 0 0 0
2 19‐Jul‐03 HURRICANE B 29July2003 25 4 0 0 1 0 0
2 26‐Jul‐03 HURRICANE B 29July2003 25 3 1 3 0 1 0
2 2‐Aug‐03 HURRICANE B 29July2003 25 0 0 4 0 0 1
2 9‐Aug‐03 . . . . . . 0 0 0
2 16‐Aug‐03 . . . . . . 0 0 0
2 23‐Aug‐03 HURRICANE C 30aug2003 50 7 0 0 1 0 0
2 30‐Aug‐03 HURRICANE C 30aug2003 50 0 1 6 0 1 0
2 6‐Sep‐03 HURRICANE C 30aug2003 50 0 0 1 0 0 0
2 13‐Sep‐03 . . . . . . 0 0 0
2 20‐Sep‐03 . . . . . . 0 0 0
2 27‐Sep‐03 HURRICANE D 10oct2003 25 1 0 0 0 0 0
2 4‐Oct‐03 HURRICANE D 10oct2003 25 6 1 0 0 1 0
2 11‐Oct‐03 HURRICANE D 10oct2003 25 0 0 7 0 0 1
2 18‐Oct‐03 . . . . . . 0 0 0
2 . . . . . . . . . .



Appendix A3 (Continued) 
 
Since our variable construction can be challenging to visualize, we present a stylized 

example below. Consider a hypothetical store impacted by several hurricanes named A, B, C, and 
D. Hurricane A does not make landfall within 125 miles of the store, so its timing is irrelevant for 
treatment. Hurricane B does make landfall within 125 miles of the store, so some of the store’s 
sales weeks are treated by Hurricane B. The storm makes landfall on July 29, so the store-week 
beginning July 26 and ending August 1 contains the date of landfall and is designated as a 
DURING store-week. The store-week beginning July 19 and ending July 25 contains at least 3 of 
the 7 days preceding landfall (it contains exactly 3 days) and not the landfall day, so this is 
designated as a BEFORE store-week. The store-week beginning August 2 and ending August 8 
contains at least 3 of the 7 days following landfall (it contains exactly 3 days) and not the landfall 
day, so this is designated as an AFTER store-week. Hurricane C also makes landfall within 125 
miles of the store, so some of the store’s sales weeks are again treated by Hurricane C. The storm 
makes landfall on August 30, so the store-week beginning August 23 and ending August 29 
contains at least 3 of the 7 days before landfall (it contains exactly 7 days) and not the landfall day, 
so this is designated as a BEFORE store-week. The store-week beginning August 30 is designated 
as a DURING store-week. The store-week beginning September 6 does not contain at least 3 of 
the 7 days following landfall (it contains exactly 1 day), so this is not designated as an AFTER 
store-week. Treatments based on Hurricane D are roughly analogous to treatments based on 
Hurricane C, except that AFTER treatments are positive and BEFORE treatments are zero. 
 



Appendix A4. Robustness to Alternative Clustering and Fixed Effects Choices 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
SENSITIVITY CHECK TYPE FIXED EFFECTS CHOICES CLUSTERING LEVEL 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES Log of Bottled Water Revenues Log of Bottled Water Revenues 
          
Store-week BEFORE storm landfall -0.002 -0.011 -0.007 0.043 0.046 0.037 0.007 0.007 0.007 
 (0.021) (0.028) (0.027) (0.082) (0.082) (0.091) (0.031) (0.023) (0.031) 
Store-week CONTAINS storm landfall 0.071 0.066 0.075 0.124 0.128 0.129 0.077 0.077 0.077 
 (0.050) (0.053) (0.052) (0.100) (0.102) (0.103) (0.065) (0.050) (0.092) 
Store-week AFTER storm landfall 0.415*** 0.414*** 0.434*** 0.509*** 0.513*** 0.526*** 0.415*** 0.415*** 0.415** 
 (0.071) (0.073) (0.069) (0.125) (0.128) (0.126) (0.121) (0.072) (0.143) 
Store FEs NO NO NO NO NO NO YES YES YES 
County FEs YES NESTED NESTED NO NO NO NESTED NESTED NESTED 
Chain FEs NO NO NO YES NESTED NESTED NESTED NESTED NESTED 
Year FEs YES NESTED YES YES NESTED YES YES YES YES 
County by Year FEs NO YES NO NO NO NO NO NO NO 
Chain by Year FEs NO NO NO NO YES NO NO NO NO 
Month of Year FEs YES YES NESTED YES YES NESTED YES YES YES 
County by Month of Year FEs NO NO YES NO NO NO NO NO NO 
Chain by Month of Year FEs NO NO NO NO NO YES NO NO NO 
          
Observations 307,427 307,427 307,427 307,427 307,427 307,427 307,427 307,427 307,427 
Number of primary FE groups 517 2,206 3,095 36 134 214 3,311 3,311 3,311 
Adjusted R-squared 0.144 0.068 0.089 0.141 0.067 0.087 0.399 0.399 0.399 

Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the store-level in (1), clustered at the county-level in (2) and in (4)-(6), and clustered at the chain-level in (3) and in (7)-(9). 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05. Regressions omit control observations impacted by tropical storms. 

 



Table A5. Robustness to Alternative Treatment Definitions 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES Log of Bottled Water Revenues 
  
TREATMENT TYPE HURRICANES 
  
       
Store-week BEFORE storm landfall 0.031** -0.018 0.007 -0.002 -0.015** -0.038*** 
 (0.014) (0.010) (0.009) (0.009) (0.007) (0.006) 
Store-week CONTAINS storm landfall 0.077*** 0.077*** 0.077*** 0.077*** 0.078*** 0.078*** 
 (0.010) (0.010) (0.010) (0.010) (0.010) (0.010) 
Store-week AFTER storm landfall 0.471*** 0.444*** 0.415*** 0.498*** 0.544*** 0.500*** 
 (0.022) (0.020) (0.019) (0.019) (0.018) (0.018) 
       
Observations 306,839 307,257 307,427 307,839 308,601 309,173 
Number of stores 3,311 3,311 3,311 3,311 3,311 3,311 
Adjusted R-squared 0.400 0.400 0.399 0.399 0.401 0.399 
       
       
       
  
TREATMENT TYPE TROPICAL STORMS 
  
       
Store-week BEFORE storm landfall -0.071*** -0.051*** -0.051*** -0.071*** -0.066*** -0.066*** 
 (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.005) (0.005) 
Store-week CONTAINS storm landfall -0.007 -0.007 -0.007 -0.007 -0.007 -0.006 
 (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) 
Store-week AFTER storm landfall -0.011 -0.000 -0.000 -0.008 -0.021*** -0.009 
 (0.016) (0.011) (0.011) (0.009) (0.007) (0.007) 
       
Observations 306,091 306,473 306,473 306,856 307,362 307,873 
Number of stores 3,311 3,311 3,311 3,311 3,311 3,311 
Adjusted R-squared 0.400 0.400 0.400 0.400 0.400 0.400 

Standard errors, clustered at the store level, in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05. All regressions contain store, year, and 
month FEs. Hurricane regressions omit control observations impacted by tropical storms; tropical storm regressions omit 
control observations impacted by hurricanes. Columns reflect different treatment window definitions. Column (3) replicates the 
preferred specification in Table 3. Column (1) has treatment defined by store-week containing exactly 6 or 7 days before or 
after landfall. Column (2) has treatment defined by store-week containing exactly 5 or 6 or 7 days before or after landfall. 
Column (3) has treatment defined by store-week containing exactly 4 or 5 or 6 or 7 days before or after landfall. Other column 
definitions become increasingly inclusive, adding an additional week type containing exactly one more day. 
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